PRODUCT DATASHEET

2 AA LED Industrial Flashlight
Intrinsically Safe

IN2AALED

Approved by global safety agencies, the IN2AALED is ideal for work in harsh conditions. The light is waterproof, dustproof and survives a 2 meter drop test.

A built-in carabiner belt clip makes for easy access and the compact size fits easily in any toolbox. The bright industrial yellow color provides instant recognition. The White LED lamp supplies steady, bright illumination.

Product Detail:
- Designation: Contractor
- Model: IN2AALED
- Color: Yellow and Black
- Power Source: Two "AA"
- ANSI / NEDA: 15 series
- Lamp: Three White Nichia GS LEDs
- Chip Output Rating: 30 Lumens
- Runtime: 20 Hours
- Durability: Survives 2 meter drop
- Typical Weight: 66 grams (without batteries)
- Dimensions (mm): 151.6 x 35.1 x 40.6

Performance:
- Run Time
  - Continuous Use (21°C)
  - Alkaline (AA)

Important Notice
This datasheet contains information specific to products manufactured at the time of its publication.

Contents herein do not constitute a warranty
©Energizer / All Rights Reserved

ECONOMICAL
- Reduced battery consumption for low operating cost
- 20 hour run time

Before Using Your Flashlight:
Please read all instructions and cautionary markings on the package and light

Form No. EBC – 9336C
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OBSOLETE